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I INTRODUCTION

dE= -pdV (1.1)

t ~ ') oJ ~:i!:::6t~ l? tt,--c ~ ') ¢ 0 .: tt,tl:, ~f1l V~.~JH~~ -:> <D1JJ:6~ L tc: t ! '~nX;

JIT 7.>:a:~~ ¢ 0 ~~t- ~ ¢ ifi~R(7)j! ~ t-~-:> "L~1t ~ -ittc: t !,~ tl:, MilE1JiU
mbtt,

dE = -pdV + YVdV + ... (1.2)

c.E(t) = - E", dt'p(t')V(t') + E", dt'Y(t')V(t')2 (1.3)

t ~') oJ ~:i!::trAAf!f~ tt,o (t: 'Y l-lt~ra'.7}~~T) 0 _*, :l&:/J'{±.Q)Dj{mH~

~tt,~~~Y~,~.~~¢~f~~¢o
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~, --c tt,~~M V'~~T ¢ ~ra,m7}(7)l$lf(l~ ~? --cfilm (Adiabatic film) ~fi

oJ .: t ,~ ~ ? --C (1.3) ~(7)A~I¥g~~~*~ 0 0
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(2.1)

II SECOND QUANTIZATION OF SCHRODINGER
EQUATION WITH TIME-DEPENDENT BOUND
ARY

We consider the interacting spinless N-particle system confined in a volume
whose size is changing in time. The Hamiltonian is assumed to take the form

N N

1-{, = 2: T(Xk) + ~ 2: V(Xk, xd
k=l k¢l(=l)

where T(xl.:) = _(1i2/21n)\7~ is the kinetic energy and V the time-independent
potcntial energy of the interaction between two particles with g the coupling
consta.nt. Thc variable XI.: denotes the spatial coordinate of kth particle. Spin
variables are also easily incorporated. The Schrodinger equation is given by

(2.2)

with appropriate boundary conditions [1].
To deal with varying volume V(t) we take a standpoint that the system

is enclosed by perfectly rigid walls which move to cause the change in vol
ume. In this case the many-particle Schrodinger equation should be solved with
time-depcndcnt boundary conditions [2]. Namely the N-body wave function W
satisfics .

'1t(Xl ... XN, t) = 0 (2.3)

(2.4)

if anyone of XI.: is not included in the volume V(t). Since the introduction
of mode variables which is time independent is essential in our argument, we
reproduce in what follows necessary steps in the pathway to the second quantized
form of (2.2),(2.3).

To solve the Schrodinger equation with time dependent boundary conditions,
we first expand '1t in terms of a complete set of function 1/JE(X, t) at any instant
of time that satisfies the boundary condition. Explicitly 1/JE(X, t) is given by

() rr3 ~. (nrTrXj)1/JE X, t = -- S111
j=l Lj(t) Lj(t)

(j = 1,2,3;nj =1,2, ... ,00)

where E = (nl, n2, n3), X = (Xb X2, X3) and we have assumed that the system
is in a big box with sides Li(t) (i = 1,2,3). The expansion of W(Xl ... XN, t) is
thus given by

'1t(Xl' "XN, t) = 2: C(E~ ... E~, t)1/JE~ (Xl, t).· ·1/JEN(XN, t). (2.5)
E~"'EN
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We call this expansion the mode expansion and 1/JE the mode function. The
important fact here is that the mode is specified by the time-independent index
nj.We sometimes call E or nj themselves the mode (indices) in what follows.

We put this expression into (2.2), multiply 1/JE1 (Xl, t) ... 1/JEN (XN, t) and
integrate over Xl .• ; XN inside V (t). Then we get a set of equations for the
coefficients G's;

N {)- E 2:<EkIT - in at IW)tG(El ... Ek-l W Ek+l ... EN, t)
k=l W

N

+ i E LL(EkEdVIWW')t
k~l<=l) W w'

X G(El • •• Ek-l W Ek+l ... EI-l W'EI+ l ... EN, t), (2.6)

where, using dot for time derivative,

. a . . a jv<t) . {)
(EdT -1.t" at IW)t = (EkIT -~1iVav IW)t = dX1/JEIc (x, t)(T(x)-~nat )1/Jw(x, t),

(2.7)

j

v<t) jv<t)
(EkEdVIWW')t = dx dx'1/JEIc (x, t)1/JE, (x', t)V(x, x')1/Jw(x, t)1/JWI (x', t).

(2.8)
There are some important differences here compared with the case of time
independent boundary condition. Indeed we notice that the mode function
depends on t leading to the appearance of the term (Ekl in :t IW)t. But the
concept of mode itself is independcnt of time.

We have to incorporate the statistics of particles. For simplicity we tem
pora.rily restrict our argument for non-interacting boson, but the similar discus
sion applies for interacting boson or fermion. Thc wavc function '1f is symmetric
under the interchangc of the coordinatcs. Thcn the symmetry of C undcr inter
change of mode indiccs follows, naluely,

C(··· Ei'" Ej"', t) = C(··· Ej'" Ei"', t). (2.9)

We arrange all the levels (specificd by three-component vectors n) available for
Ei in an appropriate order and call these levels state 1, state 2,... etc. Sup
pose that, in anyone of the sets (El •.. EN ),(E~ ... E~),... , the state 1 oc
curs nl times, the state 2 occurs n2 times and so on. Then we notice that,
even if (El ••. EN ),(E~ ... E~),... , are different from each other, coefficient
G for all these sets have the same value G(11··· 22· ..... ,t) which we call

~~

C(nln2'" n oo , t).
Introducing the normalized coefficient f

(
N' )!f(nl n2 ... n oo , t) = ,,' , C(nl n2 ... n oo , t),

nl·n2.··· n oo •
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(2.6) can be written as follows (for noninteractillg case),

- L: (iiT - in :t li)tnif(nl n2 .. ·noo , t)
i

+ L:(iIT - ili,:t1j)tvni(nj + 1)f(nl·· ·ni - 1· OOnj + 1· "n oo , t)
i#j

(2.11)

Here the summation over i or j implies the summation over the states.
Let us introduce time-independent operators which satisfy

with -i.,j corresponds to the mode of expansion (2.5).

The eigen-state Inj) for the number operator <p1<Pj becomes

(2.12)

(nj = 0,1,2, ... ,00). (2.13)

Then the time-inlle]Jendent abstract state vector is defined as

(2.14)

We now rewrite (2.11) as the equation of'motion for the state vector Iw(t) =
Entn:l ...noo !(nln2··· n oo , t)\nln2··· n oo ). Noting the relation.

we finally arrive at

-i.n 81~~t) = L:(iIT - in :t lJ)t<pj <pjl'1l.(t).
i,j

(2.15)

(2.16)

This is the second quantized Schrodinger equation for free boson system with
moving wall. The case where the interaction potential Vis present and where
the particles are fermions can be discussed in a similar manner. We find that
a set of equations (2.6) with the statistics of particles included is equivalent to
the following second quantized equation.

in :t 1'1I(t) = H(t)I'lt(t),

H(t) =~(iIT - in :t Ij)t<pj <Pj + ~ .~ (ijIVlkl)<pj <pl <Pl<Pk,
'1.,3 '1.,3,1.:,1
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r~FSf~*O)Mc~t!tmJlIU (/cO) 2)

[<Pi, cPll± = Di,j, [<Pi, CPj]± = [<pt, <Pll± - 0 (2.19)

where [ ·l+ denotes the anticommutator for fermion and [ , .. ·l- the
conlluutator for boson. We stress here again that the operators and abstract
space (Hilbert space) have been introduced time-independently.

Now we specify the system to be considered. For this purpose the mode
function (2.4) is employed with L 2 and L 3 independent of time for simplicity.
Keeping in mind that (il %t li)t becomes the integration of Wi(X, t)fJWj(x, t)/fJt
which is the products of trigonometric functions inside Vet) we get

where

H(t)

hwn(t)

fnnl

+

H(V(t), Vet))

" t .V(t) " t6 hwn(t)ipn<Pn - 'lhV(t) L..J fnn/cpnCPn l

n n,n'

~ E (nln2IVln 4 n 3)<ph1 iph:lipn 3ipn.
n1···n.

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

Wc ha.ve a.lso recovered the mode index n = (n}, n2, n3) for.E (or i). The oper

ator CPt or ipn does not depend on time so that time-independent Hamiltonian
contains t only through Vet) andV(t) because the potential V is assumed to be
time-independent. The term proportional to Vet), which is Hermite of course
because fnn' is an antisymmetric matrix, describes the effect of mixing among
differcnt modes brought about by moving wall.

The second quantized Hamiltonian given by (2.20) is our first result describ
ing the system confined in a box with sides L1 (t), L2 , L3 •

III EXPRESSION FOR INCREASE IN EN
ERGY

Let us assume that the system described by the Hamiltonian (2.20) is in a
thermal equilibrium at initial time t[ and then evolves into non-equilibrium
state following the Schrodinger equation under the time-dependent Hamiltonian
(2.20). For such a case we derive below the expression for the increase in energy
at time t (D.E(t)) compared with that of the initial time.
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First, define the time evolution operator for the state in Schrodinger repre
sentation. Using the time order operation, it is given by,

U(t, t') = Texp { -~ 1..' dsH(V(s), "If(s»}.

Differentiating the Hamiltonian in Heisenberg picture with t we get

(3.1)

a t t aH(t)
atU(t,tI) H(t)U(t,tI) = U(t,tI) at U(t,tI). (3.2)

This leads us, by integration, to the following formula;

t ) 1t
, (' )taH(t') (' )U(t,tI) H(t)U(t,tI)=H(tI + dtUt,tI a' Ut,tI.

t[ t

Now the expectation value of any operator 0 is defined as

(3.3)

(3.4)

where PI is the initial equilibrium density matrix. We choose in what follows
PI which represents the grand canonical ensemble.

PI - e-fjH[ /Tre-fjH[

HI - H(tI) - p,N

(3.5)

(3.6)

Here wc havc assumed V(tI) = 0 and N is the number operator and T = (kf3)-l
dcnotes the iui tied temperature and p, is the chemical potential.

Opera.tor 0 in (3.4) can explicitly depend on t which is called kinematical
t.imc development (for example, the explicit dependence on V(t) and V(t) if 0
is the Hamiltonian). The dynamical time evolution, on the other hand, is the
one caused by the Hamiltonian.

The increase in energy ~E(t) is given by using (3.3) as

(3.7)

(3.8)

~E(t)

where

- (H(t))t - (H(tI ))t[

1
t t aH(t')

- dt'Tr{PIU(t',tI) at' U(t',tI)}
t[

- 1t

dt'Tr{PIU(t', tI) t[V( t')X1(t') +V( t')X2 (t')]U( t', tI)}(3.9)
t[

Xdt) -
aH(V(t), Vet))

aV(t)

8H(V(t), Vet))
aV(t)
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The operator Xl is related to the usual pressure operator while X 2 is a new
operator which appears because H depends explicitly on V. It is one of our
main purposes to prove that X 2 has no effect up to next leading term in the
adiabatic expansion (see Sec. VI).

The similar discussion to get the expression (3.8) or (3.9) has already been
made in Ref. [3] by another approach. The crucial difference from the cor
responding expression in Ref. [3] is the appearance of the term X 2 • This is
the operator corresponding to the force exerted on the system by the external
parameter if it has non-vanishing second time derivative V.

Before closing this section we show below explicit forms of Xdt) and X 2 (t).
They are t.he force operators conjugate to V and V respectively and are given
as follows.

Xdt)

+

=

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

Here the definition of XP(t) and the simplified notation may be clear. The
conventional operator of pressure is Xf(t) as will be shown below. Both X 1 (t)
and X 2 (t) are Hermite operators of course.

IV ADIABATIC EXPANSION

Now we concentrate on the adiabatic expansion of 6.E( t) assUlning that the
time variation of V(t) is small. For this purpose we expand 6.E(t) according
to the total number of dots (time derivatives) in each tenn of expansion. First

few terms are given by; V, V, (V, (V)2), ciT, VV, CV)3) ... , etc.
In the expression (3.9), U(t',tI) is seen to depend on yes) and V(s) in the

interval tI < s < t. We expand yes), V(s) in U(t', tI) as follows.

V(s)

V(s)

V (t') + V(t') (s - t') + ...
Vet') + ...

(4.1)

(4.2)

Of course, we can take other expansion scheme, but later we will see that the
above choice turns out to be particularly suited for our purpose.
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Keeping up to the order V, the expansion of H(V(s),V(s)) in U(t',tI) is
given as follows,

H(V(s), Y(s)) _ H(V(t'), Y(t')) + aH(~~l;,~(t')) Y(t')(s - t') + .

- H(V(t'), 0) + V(t')X2(t') + Xf(t')V(t')(s - t') + .
(4.3)

Then U (t', t]) becomes

MM.

U(t',t]) = Til U(ti,ti-d = TII(1- i~tH(ti))
i=l i=l

M .

- II(1 - i~tH(V(t'), 0))
i=l

+ ~ [.It(1 - ~t.tH(V(t'), 0))] [- ~t.tY(t'){(tk - t')X~(t') + X 2 (t
l
)}]

X [g (1 - ~t.tH(V(t'), 0))] +... (4.4)

where we have discretized the time interval into M steps of size ~t.

Let us introduce

(4.5)

which realizes the time evolution with volume fixed to the value Vet'). Thus we
get

U(t' , tI ) - U' (t' , tr)
. e- i1 dt"U'(t', t")V(t'){(t" - t')X~(t') + X 2(t')}U'(t",t')U'(t', tr) + ...

tl

(4.6)

where the relation U'(t", tI) = U'(t", t')U'(t', tr) has been used. From (3.9),(3.14),(3.15)
and (4.6), up to the order CV(t')2, V( t')), the following expression of ~E(t) is
obtained;

~E(t) - it dt'V(t')Tr{PIU' (t', tI) tx~ (t')U' (t', tr)}
tr
t· t'

+ 1dt'':V(t')2i dt"
tr 1i tr
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(4.7)

x Tr{PIU'(t', tI)t [U' (t', t"){ (t" - t')X~(t') + X 2 (t')}U'(t', t"), xfct'J] u'(t', tI)}

J. t , .• (') V(t')2) { '(' )t (')'(' )}+ tr dt (V t - V(t,)Tr P[Ut ,t[ X 2 t U t ,t[

Let us discuss the operator Tr {p[U' (t', t[ )t ... U' (t' , t[)} appe~ring in the above
formula. The time evolution operator U' (t', t[) is the adiabatic limit of U(t' , t[ )
in the sense that we have made all the derivatives of V (t') go to zero (see (4.1)

to (4.5)). The expectation value in the form Tr{p [U' (t', t[) tOU'(t', t[)} =
Tr{U'(t', t[ )P[U'(t', t[) tO} can be interpreted as a thermal equilibrium average
at time t'; Tr{Peq.(t')O}. The state characterized by Peq.(t') is obtained from p[
by an adiabatic change effected by U'. Therefore by a standard argument (see
for example Ref. [3]) about the adiabatic theorem, Peq.(t') represents an equi
librium state characterized by parameters which take different values from that
characterizing P[. Here Peq. (t') corresponds to the grand canonical distribution
of certain temperature T' = (k/3')-1 and chemical potential Ji into which the
system has developed through the adiabatic change of the external parameter
Vet).

Now employing the notation

(.. ')eq.t' = Tr{ e- f3 '(H(V(t'),o)-J." N) ••• } /Tre-f3'(H(V(t'),O)-J." N)

we rewrite (4.7) as

(4.8)

J. t dt'Y (t' )(X~ (t') )eq.t'
tr
t· t'

+ J. dt' ':'Y(t')2 J. dt"{(t" - t')X~l(t" - t', Vet'»~ + X~l(t" - t', Vet'))}
tr rt tr

J.
t .. V(t')2

+ tr dt'(V(t') - Vet') )(X2 (t'))eq.t'

LlE(t) =

Here we have defined

X~l(t" - t', Vet')~ - ([X~(t"),X~(t')])eq.t'

X'2'1 (t" - t', Vet'») _ ([XA (t") xA

OCt')])2 '1 eq.t' (4.9)

where
Xes) = U'(s,t')fx(t')U'(s,t') (4.10)

In (4.8), at every instant t' of the time integration, all the averages are taken
by equilibrium thermal state which is obtained by an infinitely slow change of
the volume yes) from s = t[ to t'. We arrived at this picture because we have
chosen the expansion scheme (4.1), (4.2).
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Equation (4.8) is our main result. The first line desclibes the adiabatic
limit, that is, the equiliblium thermodynamics while the second and third lines
represent the leading non-equilibrium correction to the equilibrium thermody
na.mics.

V EQUILIBRIUM THERMODYNAMICS
In this section we examine the first line of (4.8), or

/.

V(t>

f1E(t) = - dVp(V)
V(tl>

(5.1)

where -p(V(t')) = (Xf(t'))eq.t', The expression p(V) is interpreted as the
pressure of the system. Indeed noting that Xr(t) = 8H(V(t),0)/8V(t), we see
that

-p(V) -~ a I In{Tre- f3'(H(V(t'),O)-Ii'N)}

{3' aV(t') 11',T'

an I
8V(t') 1i',T'

(5.2)

where n is the thermodynamic potential.
Indeed, for non-interacting case, it is easy to show the well-known expression

(for example, see eh. 2 of Ref. [1]),

(5.3)

(6.1)

where Ii, = 1 for Bose system while Jl, = -1 for Fermi system.

VI NON-EQUILIBRIUM CORRECTION

In this section we discuss the second and the third lines of (4.8). First, it is
ec.l.sy to see that the third line should vanish. To see this, consider the Feynman
rule for (X2 (t'))eq.t', Let us define the following non-interacting part of our
Hamiltonian H(V(t'), 0) - 1'/N,

Ho = I: nwn(t')<P!<Pn - I'"~ N
n

and corresponding density matrix,

(6.2)
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Then we notice that
Tr{poAB··· C} = real (6.3)

where A, B, . .. , C represents <p1 or CPn. This is simply because the contractions
(propagators) are real;

cp!.<p;" = fp'(wn)cnm, <p~<Pt: = (1 + "-fw(wn»Cnm , (6.4)

where
1

f{3' (Wn ) = {j'(h ') • (6.5)e w .. -I'_n,

Calculating (X2(t'»eq.t' by perturbation in terms of interaction V, which is also
real, we end up with the sum of the terms each of which is represented bya
diagram. These terms are real except for the over all factor i coming from the
definition of X 2(t') given in (3.15). Therefore (X2(t'»eq.t' is a pure hnaginary
quantity. This contradicts with the fact that DoE is real, therefore (X2(t'»eq.t'
vanishes. Noting that fnn' is zero if n = n' (see (2.22») it is a trivial task to
confirm (X2 (t'»eq.t f = 0 for non-interacting system. We have also confirmed
this fact by a direct calculation up to first order of V.

Next we go to the last term in the second line of (4.8) and evaluate the
expression

100 dt"{}(t' - t")X~l(t" - t', Vet'»~ = iP100 dw X21(W) + ~X21(W = 0) (6.6)
t, -00 27t" W 2

where

X~l(t" - t', Vet'»~ = 100

dw
2

X21(W, V(t'»e-iw(t"-t') (6.7)
-00 7t"

and P denotes the Cauchy's principal value integral. Here we have considered
t[ as -00. This is natural: in order to get finite energy increase DoE, the
infinite time interval is required 'because the rate of the change ill volume V is
very slow. The simplified notation x2dw, Vet'»~ == X21(W) is employed in what
follows. Note that we have used the fact that X21(t" - t', Vet')) is a function of
t" - t' and Vet') which is clea.r from its definition (4.9). We can shoe that X21
has the following properties.

X21 (w)

X21(W = 0)

- X21(-W)

- o.
(6.8)

(6.9)

Thus the expression (6.6) also vanishes.
The only remaining contribution from the second and third lines of (4.8) is

thus

100 dt"(} (t' -t")(t" -t/)X~l(t" -t', V(t'» = iP100

dw Xu ~w) !: dXll (w) I .
t/ -00 27t" W 2 dw w=o

(6.10)
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Here the definition ofXu(w) is the same as (6.7). Since it is known that Xu(w) =
-Xu (-w), the first integral on the right-hand side of (6.10) vanishes. Now
the second and third lines of (4.8) of the entire first order correction of non
equilibrium thermodynamics to the equilibrium one becomes

/00 dt'V(t')2Y(t') with yet') = .!.-. dXu (w, V(t')) I .
2h dw w=o

(6.11 )

The function Y (t') is proved to be positive as follows. Let us observe a well
known fa.ct [4] that

WXu(w) ~ 0,

then we reach the conclusion that

dXu(w, Vet')) I l' Xll(W) l' WXll(W) > 0
d = un = un 2 -

W w=o ",,-0 W ",,-0 W

(6.12)

(6.13)

because Xu (w =0) = O.
We have assumed above that X~l (w) is continuous at w = O. However,

strictly spea.king, this property depends on detailed form of Hamiltonian (and
the dimension of space). For example, if X"(t" - t', Vet')) has a long time tail
as t" ~ +00 then Y can be negative or even negatively infinite depending
on the shape of the tail. Our precise statement is thus there is one to one
correspondence between non-negativeness of Y and the continuity of X~l (w) at
w = 0, which may bc checked experimentally.
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